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Supplement to A Guid to P int Materials for Teachers (November 1988)

I. Reference Books

Atlas of the Soviet Union. U.S. Department of State, 1987. 21 pp. $1.50.

The Soviet military, foreign tra4e31 and policy making institutions are stressed inthis atlas focusing on the Soviet role ih world affa'rs. There are also some interesting
commentaries on cultural and scientific changes, _.-Lernational radio broadcastinc, and"closed" areas.

The Blackwell Encyclopedia of the Russian Revolution. Fd. by Harold Shukman. Blackwell,1988. illus. 400 pp. ISBN 0-631-15238 -5. $65.00.

Although this volume is too specialized for most high school libraries, teachers with
access to it will appreciate the clear explanations and definitions.

Riordan, James. The Soviet Union. 2nd ed. Silver Burdett Press, 1986. (First published
in 1975 by Macdonald & Co.), illus. 42 pp. ISBN 0-382-09255-4. $14.96.

Although there is a minimum of commentary, this book's attractive layout and
selection of topics, ranging from historical figures to daily life, will appeal to juniorhigh school students.

The Soviet Union. 2nd ed. Congressional Quarterly Inc., 1986. illus. 359 pp.
bibliography. ISDN 0-87187-383-4. $15.95.

A good reference book for senior high school and public libraries. Sections on
Russian/Soviet history, Soviet foreign policy, the role of the military, the economy, the
people and society, and the new leadership are supplemented by an appendix with
biographies of Soviet leaders, a chronology of events and selected documents.

The Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. (Handbooks of the Moderr World series). Edited byGeorge Schopflin. Facts on File Publication, 1986. 615 pp. ISBN 0-8160-1260-1.
$40.00.

Profiles on each country are followed by more thin nO eqqAys. In addition to
political and social issues, there is good coverage of sectors of the economy such adenergy and transportation. Each essay is followed by a short bibliography in English,
this and an extensive index contribute to the value of this fine volume.

The Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Edited by Minton F. Goldman. Dushkin Publishing
Group, Guilford, CT, 1986. 208 pp. Maps, photographs. ISBN 0-87967-561-6. paper.
$8.95.

Evenly divided between background information and articles from the world press, thisis a handy reference book. Most of the articles are from American newspapers and tend to
stress the problems of these countries.

II. Photographic Images

Lay in the Life of the Soviet Union. Collins, 1987. illus. $39.95.

The 500 photographs taken in May 1987 offer a portrait of the Soviet Union with an
emphasis on ordinary people.



Another Russia: Through the 'yes of the Pew Soviet Photographers. Facts on File, 1986.
illus b&w. ISBN 0-8160-1553. $35.00.

While there is a good deal of human interest in these photographs taken in rural
areas, and they do offer a good balanLe to the usual tourist book pictures of monuments
and economic achievements, students should be aware of the limitations of the focus.

Durrell, Gerald and Lee. Durrell in Russia. Simon and Schuster, 1986. color
photographs. 191 pp. ISBN 0-671-6)298-0. $19.95.

These photographs of Soviet nature preserves offer a good visual introduction to a
range of climactic and vegetation zones.

Russia at War 1941-45. Introduction by Vlaeimir Karpov and preface by Harrison Salisbury.
The Vendome Press, 1987. ISBN 0-85656-07' -2. 251 pp. $35.00.

Similar to the four Time-Life volumes on the nussian front in the series "World War
II," but in addition to ite powz.rful photographs, the book includes letters, diaries, and
recollections of the Soviet men and women who struggled through that war.

Knystautas, Algirdas. The Natural Histcry of the USSR. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1987.
illus. 220 pp. ISBN 0-07-035409-X.

Magnificent photographs of vegetation ...id animal life convey the richness of the
Soviet Union's wildlife. Most of the very informative text, however, is too detailed for
a pre-college audience.

Rodimzeva, Irina, N. Rachmanov, ard A. Raimann. The Kremlin and
International Publications, 1986. illus. 349 pp. $75.00.

Although the text iu clearly written, the truly magnificent
beautiful book.

III. Background reading for teachers and student projects

Its Treasures. Rizzoli

photographs dominate this

Ascher, Abraham (ed.). Studying Russian and Soviet History. Social Science Education
Consortium, 1987. 113 pp. ISBN 0-89994-317-9. $9.95.

Solid essays on themes in Russian and Soviet history are followpd by bibliographic
essays. The many .stimulating interpretations of historical trends should help teachers
enhance their classroom presentations.

Bookbinder, Alan with Olivia Lichtenstein and Richard Denton. Comrades. A Plume Book.
New American Library. June 1986. 171 pp. illus. ISBN 0-452-25852-9. $10.95.

Based on the BBC television series, this book offers a series of intriguing portraits
of a variety of Soviet citizens. The individual portraits (usually 10 to 15 pages in
length) may be used independently to illustrate a lifestyle and thinking typical of a
certain segment of Soviet society.

Cracraft, James (ed.). The Soviet Union Today: An Interpretive Guide. revised and
expanded. The University of Chicago Press, 1988. 374 pp. pbk. ISBN 0-226-11663-8.
$12.50.

The first edition was notable for its short, clearly written essays on history,
politics, the armed forces, the physical context, the economy, science and technology,
culture, and society. Many of these have been updated, and fine essays on arms control,
foreign trade, the cinema, the mass media, and law have been added. A wealth of
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information in one seasonably priced volume.

Dallin, Alexander and Condoleezza Rice. The Gorbachev Era. Stanford Alumni Association,
1986. 182 pp. illus. ISBN 0-916318-18-8. paper. $9.95.

A fine general reader for senior h)gh school students and adults. Topical chapters
can be used independently.

Doder, Dusko. Shadows and Whispers: Power Politics inside _the Kremlin from Brezhnev to
Gorbachev. Random, 1986. 332 pp. ISBN 0-394-54998. $19.95.

Anyone interested in Kreminology will find Doder's detective work fascinating. It is
an enthralling book for teachers and advanced students. In addition, the last chapter
offers a very useful survey of Gorbachev's background.

English, Robert D. The Other Side: How Soviets and Americans Perceive Each Other.
Transaction Books: New Brunswick, NJ, 1987. 160 pp.
ISBN 0-88738-687-3. paper. $9.95.

An excellent resource for every school library. It draws on excepts from books,
speeches, films and magazines (both American and 5( .) to show how U.S. and Soviet
perceptions of each other have influenced, and in tutu been influenced by histco.ical
events. While exploring many provocative questions, the book remains objective, and easy-
to-read. Appropriate for courses dealing with the Soviet Union, U.S.-Soviet relations,
and the media.

Friedberg, Maurice and Heyward Isham. Soviet Society under Gorbachev: Current Trends and
the ?rospects for Reform. M. E. Sharpe, Inc., 1987. 154 pp. pbk.

This survey of Soviet family problems, economic and labor policy, the alcohol
problem, demographic change, and trends in culture and .ommunications provides a
fascinating and thought-provoking overview of the challenges facing the new leadership.

Garrison, Mark and Abbott Gleason. Shared Destiny: Fifty Years of Soviet-American
Relations. 3eacon Press, 1985. $16.95.

Six well-written essays offering different perspectives on the relationship should be
of great interest to advanced high school students and adults.

Glasnost': The Policy of 'Openness'. Hearing before the Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europe. One Hundredth Congress. First Session. March 4, 1987. ISBN
552-070-02369-1. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1987. 96 pp. $3.00.

In addition to the congressional hearing, this booklet contains reports from the
National Conference on Jewry and a Freedom House seminar on glasnost', which featured
prominent emigres. All of the meetings were held in March 1987.

Hecht, Leo. The USSR Today: Facts and Interpretations. Third edition. Scholasticus
Publishing, 1987. ISBN 0-9606754-3-4. paper. $12.95.

Updated and expanded version of 1982 edition.

Hough, Jerry F. Opening up the Soviet Economy. Brookings, 1988. 100 pp. pbk. $8.95.

A useful look at proposed changes in the Soviet economy.
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Kolchin, Peter. Unfree Labor: American Slavery and Russian Serfdom. Harvard UniversityPress, 1987. 528 pp. ISBN 0-674-92097. $27.00.

Very interesting reading for teachers who would like to point out a few similaritiesand differences in the forced labor systems of the two Countries.

Medish, Vadim. The Soviet Union. second rev. ed. Prentice Hall: Englewood Cliffs, NJ,1985. 316 pp. ISBN 0-13-823584-8 01. paper.

Although written as a college text, this book would be a good addition to a highschool library as a comprehensive reference. Along with the standard geographical,political, and economic topic*. are useful sections on scierce and technology, the massmedia and Soviet culture. The Soviet Constitution and a Chronology of Russian History areincluded in the appendix.

Moser, Charles A. (ed.) The Russian Short Story. Twayne Publishers, 1986. 190 pp. plusbibliography. ISBN 0-8057-9360-7. $19.95.

A fine annotated bibliography of anthologies in English as well as scholarly articlesbroken down by period and author, enhance the usefulness of this excellent guide toRussian short stories from 1830-1980.

Ramet, Pedro and Sergei Zamascikov. "The Soviet Rock Scene." Occasional Paper #223,Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies, 1987. 34 pp.

A fascinating survey of the politics of rock music in the Soviet Union. An appendixgives profiles of the current major Soviet rock groups. Can be obtained free of charge bywriting to: Occasional Papers, KIARS, Woodrow Wilson Certer, Smithsonian Institution, 955L'Entant Plaza, Suite 7400, Washington, DC 20560.

Roxburgh, Angus. Pravda: Inside the Soviet News Machine. George Braziller, 1987. 268pp. ISBN 0-8076-1186-7.

An interesting history of Pravda and a des. iption of its operation are followed bymore than 150 pages of selections from Pravda in the 80s.

Sacks, Michael Paul and Jerry G. Pankhurst. Understanding Soviet Society. Allen & Unwin,1988. 304 pp. pbk. $15.95.

These sociological essays offer some interesting commentaries on the complexities ofSoviet society and its problems, but the reading matter is demanding. Better for teachersthan students.

Sheldon, Richard and Terry L. Thompson (eds.). Soviet Society and Culture: Essays inHonor of Vera S. Dunham. Westview Press, 1988. 274 pp.

Not all essays will be of equal interest to the pre-college teacher, but "The Usesand Abuses of Russian History" by Alexander Dallin and "The Transformation of Babi Yar" byRichard Sheldon are strongly recommended.

The Soviet Political Poster. Text and selection 1)), Nina Baburina. Penguin Books, 1985.204 pp. illus. ISBN 0-14-008.187-3. $15.95.

The resters illustrated are from 1917 through 1980. Most are in Russian but some arein other languages of the Soviet Union. All are annotated in English. These large
illustrations, because of their size (16" x 10"), can be used in the classroom to show howthe Party has tried to capture the imaginations of the masses on a wide range of issues.
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The USSR Today. 7th edition. Current Digest of the Soviet Press, 1988. 187 pp. ISBN O-913601-77-2. $20.00.

This volume contains articles from the Soviet press, with an emphasis on the reformmovement. Previous editions have provided effective supplementary readings for highschool classes, and this collection of articles published from 1986 through 1988 should beequally useful. The price includes shipping and handling. The address is: Current Digestof the Soviet Press, 1480 Lane Avenue, Columbus, OH 43221. Telephone: (614) 292-4234.Arrangements can be made with the CDSP for short-term classroom subscriptions to theCurrent Digest at $1.00 per copy.

Walker, Martin. The Waking Giant. Pantheon Books, 1986. 473 pp. ISBN 0-394-55239-3.$17.95.

A resident correspondent in Moscow examin-s the Gorbachev ..!ra. Chapters may be readas self-contained essays by advanced students, but teachers will want to read the entirebook. Strongly recommended.

IV. Books written for classroom use

Anderson, Madelyn Klein. Siberia. Dodd, Mead, 1987. illus. 141 pp.ISBN 0-396-08662-4. $13.95.

While there is much good history here (along with a few apocryphal gtories and halftruths), teachers should be aware that there is a heavy emphasis on atrocities from thetime of the Golden Horde through the Stalin prison camps, and the tone of the book isal'ost unremittingly negative with a sprinkling of sarcastic state:mts. Grades 7+.

Hutson, Thomas. Mikhail Gorbachev. (World Leaders Past and Present Series.) ChelseaHouse, 1986. illus. ISBN 1-55546-200-6. $15.95.

Although written for a pre-college audience, the author makes no concessions in hisselection of vocabulary. However, even slow reader can learn from the ilLstrations andcaptions.

Campling, Flizabeth. The Russian Revolution (Living Through History Series). London:Batsford Academic and Education, 1985. 72 pp. Photographs. ISBN 0-713446714.

Composed of fifteen biographies of Russian, Britons, and Americans who took part in,or witnessed, or were victims of the Revolution of 1917 and the Civil War, 1918-21, thisbook will appeal to students who enjoy reading vignettes of personslities representirg arange of opinion and experience. Eecommended.

Caulkins, Janet. The Picture Life of Mikhail Gorbachev. Franklin Watts. New York, 1985.48 pp. Photographs, large print. ISBN 0-531-10085-5. $9.90.

There are some nice photographs, but the vocabulary seems too complex for the youngaudience that one assumes is addressed because of the use of large print, yet the text istoo simplistic for older readers.

Cheney, Theodore A. Rees. Living in Polar Regions: A Cultural Geography. Franklin Watts,1987. illus. 80 pp. ISBN 0-531-10150-9. $11.90.

Chapter 3 (p. 45-62) focuses on Cherskiy, which is located in northeastern Siberia.Overall, this is a good book for middle school/jr. high students. It gives some historyof Siberia and describes life in one Soviet town above the Arctic Circle.
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Gillies, John. The Soviet Union: The World's Largest Country. Dillon, Minneapolis, MN,1985. ISBN 0-87518-290 0. 155 pp. illus. $11.95.

In addition to the standard chapters on history and geography, this book offerssections holidays, stories, music, sports, education, and food, all subjects that willinterest grade and middle school students. Though not without minor mistakes and a fewmisprints, the book is strongly recommended for grades 5-8 as supplementary reading aboutthe Soviet Union.

Jackson, W. A. Douglas. Soviet Union. Gateway Press, Inc., 1988. illus. 149 pp. andglossary. ISBN 0-934291-34-9. $16.95.

This revision of a work published a decade ago is a much improved textbook for grades6-9. Not only have political changes been brought up to date, but many of the historical
sections have been rewritten with greater clarity. In additioi., there are more color
pilotographs with much sharper images. A few out-of-date statements about Soviet liferemain, but on the whole, this is a very good book.

Jacobsen, Peter Otto and Preben Sejer Kristensen. A Family in the U.S.S.R. (Famines
Around the World series). Bookwright Press, 1986. illus. 31 pp. ISBN 0-531-18037-9.

A warm portrait of the Fomin family from Leningrad incorporates some very good
pictures of the city and general information. Excellent for upper elementary and middleschool students.

Kronenwetter, Michael. Capitalism vs. Socialism: Economic Policies of the U.S. andU.S.S.R. Franklin Watts, 1986. illus. 96 pp. ISBN 0-531-1015205.

A good introduction to the subject for grades 6-9. Clear explanations of historicalbackground precede a discussion of the U.S. and Soviet economies.

LeVert, Suzanne. The Sakharov File: A Study in Courag Messner, 1986. illus. 128 pp.ISBN 0-671-604Z0-2. $9.79.

When the author describes Sakharov's defense of human rights and the personal
sacrifices made by him, she presents a moving story. The introductory chapters on theSoviet Union, however, are marred by factual errors and distortions.

Moon, Bernice and Cliff. European U.S.S.R. is my Country. Marshall Cavendish, 1986. (MyCountry Series-vol. 14). illus. 59 pp. ISBN 0-86307-464-2.

Good selection of two-page biographical sketches of men and women 11,iiog LU workingin the European part of the Soviet Union. Grades 3-8.

Ryabko, E. We Live in the Asian U.S.S.R (Living Here Series). New York: The BookwrightPress, 1985. Color photographs. 59 pp. ISBN 0-531-03831-9. $10.90.

The 26 two-page interviews given here are a valuable resource in conveying to
students the geographical and ethnic diversity of the Asian part of the Soviet Union.
Acc)unts of life in dramatically different climatic areas are reinforced by some very nicecolor photographs. Map in hand, any upper elementary or junior high school student shouldlearn a lot from this book and enjoy doing it. Older students should realize that theSoviet author, while correctly taking pride in the many achievements of his country, has
neglected to mention the challenges that remain and the problems to be solved. Ryabko isthe author of a similar book, We live in the European U.S.S.R.



The Soviet Union: Opposint Viewpoints. "Opposing Viewpoints series." Greenhaven Press,
1988. 239 pp. bibliog. cartoons. ISBN 0-89908-40404 (pbk.) $6.95.

While the book reproduces many articles from sources not readily available, too many
of them seem to have been selected solely because they represent views that would be
crnsidered radical, reactionary, or minority. Still, some very good articles are included
and each section of the book ends with a bibliography of additional articles.

The Superpowers: Nuclear Weapons and National Security. Prepared by the Public Agenda
Foundation in collaboration with the Center for Foreign Policy Development at Brown
University. Domestic Policy Association, 1987. illus. 39 pp. $3.00.

Prepared for the National Issues Forums of 1987-88, this publication succinctly
presents four 'fiery different positions on U.S.-Soviet security needs. Could be 'Ased in
classes in international relations, current American policies, and Soviet studies.

Tessendo;f, K.C. Kili'the Tsar! Vuuth and Terrorism in Old Russia. Athenaeum, 1986.
122 pp. ISBN 0-689-31124-9. $13.95.

This story of members of "The People's Will," a revolutionary group that plotted to
kill Alexander II, should fascinate teen readers.

Vogt, George. Nicholas II. (World Leaders Past and Present series.) Chelsea House, 1987.
illus. 111 pp. ISBN 0-87754-545-6.

The biography of this inept tsar underscores many of the political, economic and
social problems that precipitated the revolutions.

V. Units for classroom

Derby, Cecelia and Nancy G. Moore. russia and the Soviet Union. Duplicating masters for
grades 5 and 6. Milliken Publishing Co., 1983. Two parts; each 24 pages.

A discriminating teacher can succes.'fully u3e some of these exercises such as the one
on time zones, but too many are marred by serious factual errors, outdated information,
and biases.

International Trade: US/USSR. Phyllis F. Maxey. Constitu,ional Rights Foundation, 1983.
36 pp. gr. 10-12. $4.95 plug $2.00 shipping and handling.

Using US/USSR trade as a case study to introduce students to the complexity of
international trade is a good idea. The unit written at the time of the gas pipeline
controversy suggests a role-playing game utilizing the issues involved. This could be
up1ated to deal with export restrictions on computers or the use of Soviet facilities to
launch American satellites. Some of the materials to be distributed to the students are
weak a::d some information should be corrected before being given to the students.

Russia to the Revolution. Susan Finney and Patricia Kindle. "The Gifted Learning
series." Good Apple, Inc., 1987. 59 pp. illus. grades 4-6. ISBN 0-86653-3S8-2.
$6.95.

Although designed to be used with a four to eight week unit on pre-revolutionary
Russia, no suggestions of print or audio-visual resources are made. There are about
fifteen pages of readings, and the rest of the booklet is a compilation of exercises
ranging from the banal to the esoteric. The transliteration system is chaotic and there
are errors. What a shame that the contt.nt of this unit does not .atch its attractive
illustrations and layout.
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Soviet Students speak to America: An Inside View of Soviet Schools. Tides Foundation/US- .

USSR Youth Exchange Program, 1984. 15 pp. gr. 8-12. $12.00.

The student handout covers the Soviet school system and student organizations, and
includes a few pages from a Soviet textbook and a bibliography. The discussion questions
are thoughtful and should lead to good comparisons of the American and Soviet educational
systems. Although the authors intended to have students watch a videotape on Soviet
students as part of the unit, the handouts and discussion questions can be used
independently from the video.

Studs of Life in the USSR. National Science Programs, 1980. $55.00.

Most of the material is taken from Urie Bronfenbrenner's book, Two World's of
Childhood: U.S. and the U.S.S.R.. The lists of official rules for Soviet school behavior
and other materials can be used to provoke some lively class discussions. However, the
packet contains only seven copies of the reading materials but lots of "student comparison
sheets," which could have been easily omitted and reduced the cost of this overpriced
unit.

VI. Additional information (pp. 97-104 in Guide)

Nc organization or travel agent is being endorsed. The purpose here is to note
changes and mention possible additional resources.

B. Special Interest Groups

Center for U.S.-U.S.S.R. Initiatives
3220 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
(415) 668-3083

Children's Art Exchange
P.O. Box 503
Middlebury, VT 05753
(802) 388-3023

Committee for National Security
1601 Connecticut Avenue N.W.
Suite 301
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 745-2450

CONNECT

4835 Pennsylvania Avenue S.
Minnea?olis, MN 55409

John T. Conner Center for Reconciliation
320 North Street
West Lafayette, IN 47906
(317) 743-3861

Current Digest of the Soviet Press
1480 Lane Avenue
Columbus, OH 43221
(614) 292-4234
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U.S.-U.S.S.R. Youth Exchange
1549 11th Street, Suite 201B
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 395-7158

D. Film/Video Distributors and Rental Libraries

Learning Corporation of America
New York, NY

Note: No longer distributing educational materials

Facets Multimedia, Inc.
International Video
1517 W. Fullerton Avenue
Chicago,IL 60614

E. Travel Agencies

Citizen Exchange Council
12 West 31st Street
New York, NY 10001
(212) 643-1985

ITS Tours and Travel

1055 Texas Avenue S., Suite 104
College Station, TX 77840
(409) 764-9400

People to People

American-Soviet Youth Exchange
Night D. Eisenhower Bldg.
Sprkane, WA 99202
(509) 534-6200


